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Abstract
Electron emission spectra of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) after photon interactionweremeasured over
the energy range between 50 eV and 9500 eV to provide reference data forMonteCarlo radiation-
transport simulations. Experiments were performedwith theHAXPES spectrometer at the PETRA III
high-brilliance beamline P22 atDESY (Hamburg, Germany) for photon energies below and above
each of the gold L-edges, that is, at 11.9 keV, 12.0 keV, 13.7 keV, 13.8 keV, 14.3 keV, and 14.4 keV. The
study focused on a sample with gold nanoparticles with an average diameter of 11.0 nmon a thin
carbon foil. Additionalmeasurements were performed on a samplewith 5.3 nmgold nanoparticles
and on reference samples of gold and carbon foils. Furthermeasurements weremade to calibrate the
photonfluxmonitor, to characterize the transmission function of the electron spectrometer, and to
determine the size of the photon beam. This allowed the determination of the absolute values of the
spectral particle radiance of secondary electrons per incident photon flux. The paper presents the
experimental and raw data analysis procedures, reviews the data obtained for the nanoparticle
samples, and discusses their limitations.

1. Introduction

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are considered potential radiosensitizers for radiation therapy [1–6]. AuNPs have
been shown to increase the biological effectiveness of ionizing radiation in vitro and in vivo [5–9]. In these
studies, the increase in average absorbed dose resulting from the higher absorption of radiation by the high-Z
material gold (Au), as compared to biologicalmatter orwater, wasmuch smaller than the observed effects.
Therefore, these effects are often attributed to a local dose enhancement due to low-energy electrons fromAuger
cascades following core–shell ionizations of gold atoms [10–12]. Since this local enhancement is limited to
microscopic dimensions in the range of a few 100 nm [10–15], it is often assessed by numerical simulations using
radiation-transportMonte Carlo (MC) codes. The results from suchMC simulations often show awide range of
outcomes between different studies [16, 17]. However, a recent comparison exercise [18, 19] demonstrated that
some of the confusion in the literature is due to conceptionalmisunderstandings [13–15] or to a lack of quality
assurance of simulation results [20, 21].

BenchmarkingMC simulations of the dosimetric effects of AuNPswith experimental data is challenging.
Previous experimental studies weremoreover limited to determining themacroscopic average dose increase
[22–24]. In addition, themeasurement of locally enhanced dose in the vicinity of AuNPs is not yet possible for
two reasons. Thefirst reason is that the range of dose enhancement is limited tomicroscopic dimensions. And
the second one is the low probability of photon interaction in anAuNP, which implies that only a small fraction
of AuNPs contributes to the dose enhancement.
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The expected number n̄p of photon interactions in anAuNP is proportional to the absorbed doseD and to
the volume of the AuNPor the third power of its diameter, dg [13, 20], and can be estimated by

¯ ( )n C d D 1p D g
3= ´ ´

The proportionality constant, C ,D depends on the photon energy spectrum. For the 50 kVp and 100 kVp x-ray
spectra considered in above comparison exercise [18, 19], CD is about 3.6× 10–7 Gy−1 nm−3 and 2.7× 10–7

Gy−1 nm−3, respectively.
Therefore, the expected number of photon interactions in a 13 nmAuNP is about 8× 10–4 and 6× 10–4,

respectively, for a dose of 1Gy. According toDou et al [25], diameters of about 13 nmmay be optimal for clinical
theranostic applications of AuNPs.Most radiobiological studies reviewed byKuncic and Lacombe [6] used
AuNP sizes well below 20 nm, that is,much smaller than the 50 nmand 100 nmconsidered in theMC
comparison exercise.

The dosimetric effects of AuNPs result from electrons emitted after a photon interaction in the AuNPs. This
is illustrated infigure 1, which shows the energy imparted by these electrons in radial water shells around the 50
nmand 100 nmAuNPs considered in the exercise. The energy imparted decreases rapidly within the first 150
nm from theAuNP. This is due to electronswith energies below about 3.5 keVbeing stopped, namely Auger
electrons from theMandN-shells of Au, Coster-Kronig electrons from the L-shells of Au, and low-energy
secondary electrons produced in the AuNP.

The plateau between 150 nmand 1000 nm is due to L-shell Auger electrons, for which a range inwater
between about 1.5μmand 3μmcan be estimated from the ESTARdatabase [26]. The long-range energy
deposition shown in the right panel offigure 1 is due to photoelectrons andCompton electrons leaving
the AuNP.

The data shown in the left panel offigure 1 suggest thatM-shell Auger electrons and the other low-energy
electrons can contribute to the biological effects onlywhen the AuNPs are located in the cell nucleus (which is
generally not observed [27]) or near the nucleus’membrane in the cytoplasm. In contrast, AuNPs fromamuch
larger volume of the cytoplasm can contribute to the biological effects via emitted L-shell Auger electrons.

In theMCcomparison exercise, the largest differences between simulations performedwith different codes
were seen in the ancillary results for the energy spectra of emitted electrons [18, 19], especially at low energies.
Discrepancies remained for some results after all necessary corrections weremade to the originally reported ones
[20]. Amajor reason for these remaining discrepancies was that one code used a newly developed dataset of cross
sections for electron interactions in gold at energies down to the ionization threshold, whichwas derived from
theoreticalmodels [28].Most other codes either used empirical extrapolations of the cross-section data from the
Livermore database to lower energies or used the energy cut-offs implied by the energy ranges of that database.
Recently, cross-sections for electron transport at low energies in gold have also become available in theGeant4-
DNA code system [29, 30].

The present project was initiatedwith the goal of providing an experimental dataset of electron emissions
fromgold nanoparticles as a benchmark forMC simulations, and thus indirectly, for the electron cross-section

Figure 1.Mean energy imparted in 10 nm thick spherical shells around anAuNPundergoing a photon interaction for twoAuNP sizes
and photon energy spectra. (Figure reproduced unchanged underCC-4.0-BY license fromRabus et al., Intercomparison ofMonte
Carlo calculated dose enhancement ratios for gold nanoparticles irradiated by x-rays: Assessing the uncertainty and correct
methodology for extended beams, PhysicaMedica 84 (2021) 241–253. [15])The data are from amulticenter study and represent the
mean value of the results (fromdifferent participants) that passed the plausibility tests. The solid vertical line indicates a change from a
linear to a logarithmic x-axis. In the right panel, the data points indicate the average over the 1μmthick spherical shells used in the
simulations for radial distances exceeding 1000 nm. Reproduced from [15]. CCBY 4.0.
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datasets implemented in theMCcodes. Due to the relevance described above, the focuswas placed on the energy
range of Au L-shell Auger electrons and below.

Electron spectrometers require the samples under investigation to be in an ultra-high vacuumenvironment.
Electron spectra emitted fromAuNPs in vacuum should be very similar to those emitted fromAuNPs inwater,
the only difference being that electronsmay be emitted twice after backscattering in thewater surrounding the
AuNP. This is expected to be a negligible effect.

The low photon interaction probability in AuNPsmakes such experiments challenging as high photon flux
rates are required to achieve a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the experiments were conducted in a
synchrotron radiation facility. The beams used had photon fluence rates between 1× 1016 cm−2 s−1 and 5×
1016 cm−2 s−1, corresponding to absorbed dose rates towater between 230 kGy/s and 40 kGy/s. To further
optimize the signal-to-noise ratio and to investigate the contributions of the Auger cascades from the different
Au L-shells, the photon energies were chosen slightly above and slightly below each of the corresponding
binding energies.

Smaller sizes of roughly 5 nmand 10 nmwere used instead of AuNPswith the sizes considered in the code
comparison exercise. These sizes of nanoparticles were used in the studies of Kim et al [31] andHainfeld et al [32]
and also in ongoing research by collaborating radiobiology groups at the radiooncology department of the
UniversityMedical CenterHamburg-Eppendorf (Hamburg, Germany) andUniversité deNamur (Namur,
Belgium), which provided the AuNPs used in this study. According toDou et al [25], these AuNP sizes appear to
bemore clinically relevant than smaller or larger particles.

In this first part of the paper, the experimental procedures and data analysismethodology are described, with
the emphasis on obtaining absolute results. The second part of the paper deals with the comparison of the
measured data for a thin gold foil withMC simulations [33]. In the third part of the paper, themeasured datawill
be used for benchmarking the ‘radial’ code [34]. The detailed line shape analysis of the results onAuNP samples
and a comparisonwith simulationswill be presented in the fourth part.

This work contains three supplements describing auxiliary experiments and data analyses to characterize the
experimental setup, which allowed the determination of results on an absolute scale. A fourth supplement shows
additional results frommeasurements on the samples studied. Thefigures and tables in these supplements are
referred towith the suffix ‘Sx-’ before thefigure or table number, where ‘x’ is the supplement number.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Experimental setup
The experimental setup is schematically schown infigure 2. Themeasurements were performed at the high-
brilliance beamline P22 of PETRA III atDESY (Hamburg, Germany), which offers photon energies between 2.4
keV and 15 keV at a photonflux in the order of 1013 s−1 and is equippedwith a high-resolution hard x-ray

Figure 2. (a) Schematic representation of theDESYP22 beamlinewith theHAXPES spectrometer. The leftmost element is the
undulator, which emits a beamof broadband synchrotron radiation (violetline)which is spectrallyfiltered by the double-crystal
monochromator (red-brown). The resulting narrowband photon beam (yellow line) is then focusedwith themirrors (green, gray) to
themeasurement position on the sample. The emitted electrons are detectedwith the hemisphericalmirror analyzer. (b) and (c) show
close-up images of the region around the sample indicated by the dashed line in (a). The photon beam (yellow line) hits the sample
surface at a grazing angle of incidence of (b) 15° and (c) 60°. The electrons emitted from the sample (arrows) are detected within the
acceptance angle (boudaries indicated by dashed lines) of the spectrometer lens.
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photoelectron spectroscopy (HAXPES) instrument that is capable ofmeasuring electron energies up to 10 keV
[35]. The undulator beam ismonochromatized by an LN2-cooled double crystalmonochromator (DCM, red-
brown items infigure 2(a)). For the present experiments, the Si(111) crystals of themonochromator were used,
and the undulator was operated at its third harmonic.

TheHAXPES electron spectrometer is a SPECSPhoibos 225HVhemispherical analyzer (SPECS Surface
NanoAnalysis Ltd, Germany)mounted on an ultrahigh vacuumanalysis chamber (base pressure∼ 2× 10–9

mbar) such that its optical axis is horizontal and at right angles to the photon beam. The analysis chamberwas
equippedwith a fullymotorized 5-axismanipulator with three translational and two rotational degrees of
freedom [35] and an attached load-lock chamber (average base pressure of 2·10−9mbar). Samplesmounted on
standardwedge-shaped copper sample holdersmanufactured atDESY (DESY,Germany)were introduced into
the load-lock chamber and stored on a sample carousel. A long arm transfer allowed samples to be exchanged
between the sample carousel and themanipulator in the analysis chamber.

Tomonitor the photon flux, the current of a photodiode detecting emitted electrons and scattered photons
froma thin carbon foil that was placed in the beamline in front of the last focusingmirrorwas recordedwith one
of the channels of a four-channel digitizer.

2.2. Samples and sample preparation
Themain samples to be investigated consisted of citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) coatedwith
polyethylene glycole (PEG) 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA). Theyweremanufactured by theUniversity of
Hamburg (Hamburg, Germany) andwere provided by theMedical CenterHamburg-Eppendorf (UKE,

Figure 3.Photographs of an aluminum support coveredwith a 50 nm thick self-supporting carbon foilmounted on awedge-shaped
DESY copper sample holder. In the top view on the left, the dark spot in the center of the left aperture is anAuNP sample deposited by
the drop-castingmethod. The part of the carbon foil covering the right aperturewas used for referencemeasurements.

Figure 4.Photographs of the other samples used in themeasurementsmounted onwedge-shaped copperDESY sample holders. Left:
A 100 nm thick gold foil attached to an aluminum supportwith two 5mmapertures. Right: The 5.3 nmAuNP sample provided by
Université deNamur.

Table 1.Energy ranges and retarding ratios used in the electron spectra
measurements. The energy stepwas always 1 eV. The retarding ratio for the
first energy rangewas generallyR= 1, except for themeasurements of the
gold foil, whereR= 10was used.

Energy

range

Start

energy/eV

End

energy/eV

Retarding

ratioR

1 50 120 1 (10)
2 100 1200 10

3 1000 3500 50

4 3500 6500 50

5 6000 9500 100
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Hamburg, Germany). Their size distribution had amean diameter of 11 nmand a standard deviation of 0.9 nm
[36]. (Note that the value of 1.8 nmgiven in [36] is two standard deviations). TheAuNP samples for the
experiments were prepared on a 50 nm thick self-supporting carbon foil (specifiedmass per area 10μg cm−2,
purity 99.997%) supplied byGoodfellow (Hamburg, Germany) on temporary glass supports.

The carbon foil was suspended over the 5mmholes of a 1mm thick aluminum support of rectangular shape
and dimensions 22mm× 13mm,manufactured in amechanical workshop of PTB (Braunschweig, Germany).
TheAuNP solutionwas stirred to homogenize the solution. A 0.5μl drop of AuNP solutionwas cast onto the
carbonmicrosheet in the center of one of the two holes in the sample holder using an Eppendorf® pipette. The
dropwas allowed to dry for 24 h at room temperature under ambient air.

AuNP samples prepared on carbonmicrosheets following the same protocol were examined by x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and scanning transmission electronmicroscope (STEM) to determine the
size, shape, and surface coverage of the gold nanoparticles [36, 37]. The sample used in themeasurements was
examined by STEMafter the beamtime.

For the experiments, the aluminum supports of the samples were attachedwith double-sided adhesive
copper tape to standardwedge-shaped copper sample holders used at DESY (figure 3).

Two other samples were also used in the experiments (figure 4). One consisted of a 100 nm thick gold foil
mounted on an aluminum support of the same type. The second sample consisted of nanoparticles with an
average diameter of 5.3 nm coatedwith PEG. Theywere deposited by ion beam sputtering on a 100 nm thick
carbon foil suspended on a cylindrical aluminum support with an outer diameter of 20mmand a 5mmaperture
in the center. This sample was fabricated at theUniversity ofNamur (Namur, Belgium).

2.3. Performedmeasurements of electron spectra
Electron emission spectra of AuNP and reference samples were recorded for electron energies between 50 eV
and 9.5 keV in 1 eV steps. Themeasurements were performed for six photon energies corresponding to values
slightly below and above the gold L-edges (11.9 keV, 12.0 keV, 13.7 keV, 13.8 keV, 14.3 keV, 14.4 keV). To
facilitate the correction of its energy-dependent transmission, the spectrometer was operated in afixed retarding
ratiomode. Different values for the retarding ratiowere used in different energy ranges (table 1).

For the nanoparticle samples, data were recorded for two different grazing-incidence angles, namely 15° and
60°. A small grazing-incidence angle leads to a larger irradiated area and thus to a better signal-to-noise ratio. At
the same time, the sensitivity to lateralmovements of the photon beam increases. A 15° grazing-incidence angle
is the commonly used optimal choice for a trade-off between the two effects.

At a small grazing angle of incidence, the scattering of emitted electrons by neighboring AuNPs in the surface
plane is reduced. This scattering is best studied at normal incidence of the radiation, but then the surface seen by
the spectrometer would disappear. An incidence angle of 60° is a good compromise between studying in-plane
scattering and obtaining a reasonable signal.

For the gold and carbon foil samples,measurements were only taken at 15° grazing incidence, and for the
carbon foil, only for the highest photon energy.

During themeasurements, the count rate of theHAXPES and the current signal of the photon fluxmonitor
were recorded simultaneously for each electron energy data point. To prevent theHAXPES electron detectors
fromoverloading, the photon fluxwas reduced for some samples and energy ranges bymoving attenuators that
were installed upstreamof the photonfluxmonitor into the beam.

Dark current suppressionwas repeatedly performed on theCAENmulti-channel electrometer used to
measure the photon fluxmonitor signal. The remaining dark current was on the order of 10 pA and is treated as
an uncertainty. Themeasured currents were on the order of several tens of nA (see table S1.1 in Supplement 1).

2.4.Data analysis
The data analysis was based on the followingmeasurement equation for the spectral particle radiance per photon
flux, d3ε/dA dE dΩ, of electrons emitted from the irradiated sample.When all electrons passing the energy
analyzer are registered, d3ε/dA dE dΩ is the number of emitted electrons per incident photon, per electron
energy interval, per solid angle, and per surface area (averaged over the irradiated area):

( ) ( )
( )

( )
( )d E

dA dE d

N

I E
G R R

R

R

Q E E

T E R

A

A
,

,
sin 2e m

e
r

r

p r

ar r

r

b

3

0

0e
q

W
=

In equation (2), Nm is themeasured count rate at the set energyEe and the retarding ratioR of the electron
spectrometer, I0 is themeasured current of the photonfluxmonitor, andQ0 is the average detected charge per
photon passing the photon fluxmonitor.Er andRr are reference values for the kinetic energy and the retarding
ratio forwhich the spectrometer transmissionT is known at the pass energy E E R .ar r r/= Ar is the beam cross-
sectional area used in electron ray tracing for determining the transmission, Ab is the actual beam cross-sectional
area, andθ is the angle of grazing incidence of the photon beamon the sample surface. The factor sin q takes
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into account that the surface area hit by the photon beam is increased by a factor of 1 sin ./ q The quantityG in
equation (2) is the ratio of the spectrometer transmission at a reference pass energy Ear and retarding ratio Rr to
the one for retarding ratioR. Details on the determination of the photonflux, photon beam size, and
spectrometer transmission function are given in Supplements 1, 2, and 3.

In ameasurement run on a sample, five datasets of emitted electron spectra were recordedwith theHAXPES
spectrometer, using different retarding ratiosR depending on the scanned energy ranges (table 1). To obtain a
joint dataset, the individual datasets were first normalized to the photonfluxmonitor signal. This was done to
remove the temporal variation of the photonflux. (It did not, however, remove the negligibly small glitches at
storage ring top-ups due to differences between theHAXPES dwell time and the integration time of theCAEN
used formeasurement of the photon fluxmonitor current).

The data were then divided by the electron energy to compensate for the proportionality with E of the
spectrometer transmission in the fixed retarding ratiomode. In the next step, for each pair of adjacent energy
scanswith retarding ratiosR1 andR2, the ratios of the twomeasurements were calculated for all common energy
points in the overlap region.Mean and standard deviationwere used as an estimate and the uncertainty of the
ratioG(R1,R2). Appropriate combinations of these ratios were then used to calculate theG(Rr,R) ratios in
equation (2) for each scan range. Aftermultiplying the data in each scan range by the respective factorG(Rr,R),
the datasets weremerged. In the overlap intervals between successive energy ranges, the average values of the two
scanswere used. Finally, themerged dataset wasmultiplied by the overall calibration factor, this being the
fraction given as last factor in equation (2), to obtain the spectral particle radiance of electrons per incident
photonflux.

3. Results

3.1.Overview
To get afirst impression of themeasurement results,figure 5 shows the obtained electron energy spectra of the
11 nmAuNP samples for the two photon energies 11.9 keV and 14.4 keV. Thefirst energy is slightly below theAu
L3 binding energy, so only electrons in theMand outer shells can be excited by photoabsorption.

The spectrum infigure 5(a) is dominated by the photoabsorption peaks of theM1,M2, andM3-shells, which
exhibit pronounced low-energy tailing. They are overlaid by a background consisting of the low-energy tailing of
theM4 andM5 photoelectron lines, which peak at energies beyond the range studied here. In the energy range
between 3 keV and 8 keV, this spectrum is generally characterized by the absence of spectral features, except for a
sharp peak at about 7850 eV, which is theK-shell photoabsorption peak of potassium.

In the energy range between 0.8 keV and 2 keV, the spectrum contains the Auger electrons produced in non-
radiativefilling of vacancies in theM-shells. The large number of different transitions with energies close to each
other results in a quasi-continuum,which has also been reported by other authors [38].

In the electron emission spectrumproduced by 14.4 keVphotons (blue symbols), a large number of lines can
be seen in the energy range between 5.5 keV and 9.5 keV. Since theM-shell photoelectrons have shifted to higher
energies outside the range covered by themeasurements, these lines are due toAuger transitionswhen vacancies
in the L-shells are filled. At this photon energy, all L-shells of gold can be excited, leading to the intense
photoelectron peaks at about 0.8 keV (L2) and 2.5 keV (L3). (The L1 line coincides with the low-energy secondary
electron peak close to the lowest detected electron energy).

These peaks and their tails strongly overlapwith theM-shell Auger electrons, highlighting the complexity of
a quantitative line shape analysis in this energy range. Changes in the intensity of theMAuger lines are expected
for the higher photon energy due to the enhanced production ofM-shell Auger electrons in the de-excitation
cascade following photoabsorption in the L-shells of gold. In addition, the Coster-Kronig electrons produced
when an L-shell vacancy isfilled by another electron from ahigher L-shell are also expected to appear in this
energy range [39].

It should be noted that the sharp peak at about 4.7 keV appearing at about 2.2 keV in the spectrum for 11.9
keVphotons corresponds to theK-shell photoelectron of zinc. Like the potassiumpeakmentioned earlier, this
suggests surface contamination from residues of the chemicals used in processing the gold nanoparticles during
sample preparation. It is alsoworth noting that there is no evidence of a K-shell photopeak of Cu in the samples
(whichwould appear at about 3 keV and 6.5 keV for 11.9 keV and 14.4 keVphotons, respectively).

3.2. Photoelectron spectra
To further characterize the chemical composition of the AuNP and gold foil samples, figure 6 shows the emitted
electron spectra produced by (a) 11.9 keV and (b) 14.4 keVphotons as a function of binding energy in the energy
ranges between 2.4 keV and 4.1 keV and between 11.6 keV and 14.4 keV, respectively. The vertical dashed lines
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show the binding energies of the atomic levels according to the evaluated atomic data library (EADL) [39, 40].
The element is coded by symbol type and color, and the atomic shell is indicated as a label above each symbol.

In addition to the photoelectron lines from theM-shells of gold, lines corresponding to several other
elements can be identified infigure 6(a). The photoelectron peak from theK-shell of sulfur is expected for the

Figure 5.Measured electron energy spectra for irradiation of the samplewith 11 nmgold nanoparticles on a 50 nmcarbon foil with
photons of energies (a) 11.9 keV and (b) 14.4. keV, i.e. below the AuL3 and above theAu L1 absorption edges, at 15° grazing-incidence
angle.

Figure 6.Electron spectrameasuredwith incident photons of energy (a) 11.9 keV (i.e., slightly below theAuL3 edge) and (b) 14.4 keV
(i.e. slightly above the AuL1 edge). The vertical dashed lines indicate the binding energy values from the EADL for the elements and
atomic shells indicated by the symbols and labels at the top of the diagrampanel. The blue curves correspond to the 100 nmgold foil,
the red curves to the samplewith 11 nmgold nanoparticles on a 50 nm carbon foil, and the green curves to the samplewith 5.3 nm gold
nanoparticles on a 100 nm carbon foil.
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nanoparticle samples due to the presence of a thiol group that binds the polymer passivation layer to the
nanoparticle surface. On the logarithmic scale it appearsmore pronounced for the smaller nanoparticles, which
have a higher proportion of surface atoms. The presence of photoelectron peaks of calcium, chlorine, and
potassium is due to the chemicals used in the treatment of the samples. The gold foil shows significant
contaminationwith silver and copper (figure 7(a)), which is due to the good alloyability of the three elements.

The observation of a significant signal ofmercury (Hg) photoelectrons in the spectra of the 5.3 nmgold
nanoparticles was a surprise. This contamination is attributed to potential impurities of the gold substrate used
in the dry physical production process. Gold andmercury are also easily alloyed.Using the peak height with
respect to the nearestminimumat higher energies and the photo-absorption cross-sections for theM3,M4, and
M5-shells of Au andHg, themolar ratio ofHg toAuwas estimated to be about 1:6.3. (The cross-section values
were obtained byfitting a power law to the data from the evaluated photon data library [41] for photon energies

Figure 7. (a) Spectral particle radiance per photon flux from theAu foil in the binding energy range of theK-shell of Cu for the
measurements at different photon energies. (b)Photon energy dependence of the ratio of the photoelectron peak area to the
photoabsorption cross-section of theK-shell of Cu.

Figure 8.Electron emission spectra in the kinetic energy range of the gold L3MMAuger electronsmeasuredwith photon excitation
energies slightly below and above theAuL3 edge (11.9 keV and 12.0 keV). The vertical dashed lines indicate the energy values of the
identified goldAuger transitions (as well as the kinetic energies of CaK-shell photoelectrons). The curves at the top are from a 100 nm
gold foil, the curves in themiddle correspond tomeasurements on 11 nmgold nanoparticles on a 50 nm carbon foil, and the curves at
the bottom are for 5.3 nmgold nanoparticles on a 100 nmcarbon foil.
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between 9.0 and 12.5 keV). Thus, when theHg atoms are inside the nanoparticles, theirmole fraction amounts
to (13.7± 0.5)%. If theHg atoms are not inside the nanoparticle, but are bound to its surface, about every
second surface atom in the AuNPhas anHg atomas a neighbor. (At a diameter of 5.3 nm, about 30%of the gold
atoms are located at the AuNP surface).

Figure 6(b) shows the energy spectra of the three samples for 14.4 keVphotons in the energy range of the
binding energies of the gold L-shells. Again, the dashed lines indicate the binding energies according to the
EADL. It can be seen that for both, the gold andmercury lines, the peak positions coincide with the EADL value
within±1 eV. This is taken as evidence that the electron and photon energy scales are also correct within these
limits.

Table 2.Energy values of the Auger lines identified infigure 8 compared to
the values in the EADL.

Assignment Experiment
EADL

Difference

Epeak/eV Ekin/eV Prob. in eV

L3M1M1 — 5119.2 0.08% —

L3M1M2 — 5376.3 0.04% —

L3M2M2 — 5633.4 0.01% —

L3M1M3 5684.3 5786.6 2.18% −102.3

? 5715.5 — — —

L3M2M3 5963.6 6043.7 3.66% -80.1

L3M1M4 6139.8 6219.9 0.26% -80.1

L3M1M5 6228.0 6308.4 0.42% -80.4

L3M2M4 6356.2 6477.0 0.18% -120.8

L3M3M3 6380.1 6454.0 4.68% -63.9

L3M2M5 6501.9 6565.5 1.55% -63.6

L3M3M4 6822.2 6887.3 4.90% -65.1

L3M3M5 6896.0 6975.8 6.72% -79.8

L3M4M4 7277.7 7320.6 0.68% -42.9

? 7317.2 — —

L3M4M5 7348.9 7409.1 12.8% -60.2

? 7415.5 — —

L3M5M5 7449.8 7497.6 8.56% -47.8

Figure 9.Results for the spectral particle radiance per photonflux of the 11 nmAuNP samplemeasured at different spots on the 11 nm
AuNP samplemeasuredwith photon energies of (a) 12.0 keV and (b) 14.4 keV.
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Figure 7 illustrates the dependence of theCu-K photoelectron peak in the gold foilmeasurements on photon
energy. The peaks shown infigure 7(a)were fittedwith a Lorentz profile to obtain the peak area. The ratio of this
peak area to theCuK-shell photoabsorption cross-section is shown infigure 7(b). The latter was obtained by
extracting data for energy points between 10 keV and 15 keV from the database providedwith the Penelope code
and interpolating based on a power lawfit to these data. The relative size of the error bars infigure 7(b) is equal to
the relative uncertainty of the peak area resulting from thefit to the data.

The fact that the ratio of the peak area to the cross-section is essentially constant demonstrates the
consistency of the data analysis procedure and that the energy dependence of the photon beammonitor
(Supplement 1) and of the electron spectrometer transmission (Supplement 2) have been correctly evaluated.

3.3. Au LAuger electron energies
A completely different situation arises when considering the LMMAuger electrons of gold. The electron spectra
measured for the three gold samples after excitationwith photons of 11.9 keV and 12.0 keV are shown infigure 8
in the kinetic energy range between 5 keV and 8 keV. This region is the range of gold L3MMAuger electrons
according to the EADL [39]. The respective electron emission peaks are expected for the 12.0 keV photon energy,
whereas the L3-edge of gold cannot be excited by 11.9 keVphotons. The small features seen in the lowest curve of
the 11.9 keVmeasurement on the 5.3 nmAuNP samples suggest that the incident photon beammay contain a
small fraction of higher-energy photons from the higher orders of themonochromator and undulator. In
contrast to the data from the 11 nmAuNPs and the gold foil, the 11.9 keVmeasurements of this sample do not
show themonotonous increase with electron energy. This is due to a background of electrons produced in the
sample holder that will be discussed inmore detail in the next sections.

The peakswere assigned infigure 8 based on ascending energy and the peak intensities given in the EADL
[39]. It is worth noting that the peaks appear at the same energies for all samples, although for the larger AuNPs
and theAu foil, the low-energy tailing is very pronounced. This suggests that any effects of the local environment
of the absorbing atoms in the nanoparticles are already fully active for the 5.3 nmAuNPs. It should be noted that
these nanoparticles contain about 4000 atoms.

The energies of the peakmaxima are listed in table 2 together with the corresponding values taken from the
EADL [39]. Significant discrepancies are observed for all peak energies, in some cases exceeding 100 eV. These
shifts to lower energies are expected since the Auger energies reported in the EADL are calculated from
differences of the binding energies of the electron levels involved. It is not taken into account that the de-
excitation occurs for a positive ion and that theremay be a rearrangement of the orbitals and their binding
energies before the non-radiative transition occurs. This warrants a separate investigation, whichwill be
presented in the third part of the paper, where the experimental data are used to benchmark the ‘radial’
code [34].

Figure 10.Results for the spectral particle radiance per photonflux of the 11 nmAuNP samplemeasured at two (or three for 14.4 keV
photons) positions on the samplewith different AuNP coverage. The green lines show themodified values when the data indicated by
the open black circles aremultiplied by a constant factor of 0.573 (13.7 keV), 0.523 (13.8 keV), 0.486 (14.3 keV), or 0.466 (14.4 keV).
The dashed dark green line indicates themodified values of the datamarked by thefilled yellow circles whenmultiplying by a factor
of 3.
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3.4. Electron energy spectra of the 11 nmAuNP sample
Measurements were performed on the 11 nmAuNP samples at 15° and 60° grazing incidence of the photons.
The rationale was that the two different irradiation geometries would allow discriminating effects ofmultilayers
(which aremore pronounced for 60° grazing incidence) andmonolayers (at 15°), as well as the effect of
impurities, which have been reported in otherwork [42–46]. In the absence ofmultilayers and impurities, the

Figure 11.Comparison of the data obtained on the 11 nmAuNP sample for 15° and 60° grazing incidence of the photon beamat
measurement positions 5 and 3, respectively.

Figure 12.Comparison of the results obtainedwith the 11 nmAuNP sample at 60° photon incidence and ameasurement on the bare
carbon foil plotted (a) versus kinetic energy and (b) versus binding energy. The energy positions of theCuKphotoelectron and the Cu
KLL andKLMAuger lines refer to themeasurement of the carbon foil at 14.4 keV photon energy.
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energy emission spectra for the two incidence angles shouldmatch if the nanoparticle surface density is the same
in bothmeasurements.

It was found during the beamtime (cf figure S4.1) and confirmed by the STEMmeasurements performed
afterwards [36] that the surface is non-uniformly coveredwith AuNPs. Therefore, differentmeasurement runs
probing different regions of the sample resulted in different values of particle radiance. This is illustrated in
figure 9, where results frommeasurements at two energies and 15° grazing incidence of the photon beamare
plotted.

Figure 9(a) shows a comparison of twomeasurements at 12 keVphoton energy performed on almost the
same surface area of the sample. In this case, there is good agreement of the two spectra with some notable
deviations at smaller electron energies. This is explained by the fact that in the first experiment the energy scan
over the second energy range (100 eV− 1.2 keV) initially failed andwas only repeated after a longer interval
(about 6 h) at a slightly different spatial position on the sample.

Figure 9(b) shows threemeasurements at 14.4 keVphoton energy in different locations on the sample.
Measurement position 1was a spot that gave amaximum signal andwas probed first to obtain a good signal-to-
noise ratio (cf figure S4.1(a) and (b) in Supplement 4). The posterior STEM investigations of the sample
indicated the occurrence of so-called ‘coffee rings’ on the samplewhere the AuNPs occur asmultilayers [36].
Therefore, position 1 is attributed to a region on the sample surface withmultilayer coverage. Position 5was also
located in the outer parts of the sample (figures S4.1(c) and (d)) but is expected to be an areawheremonolayer
coverage prevails. Position 6was located in the central region of the sample (figure S4.1(e) and (f))where the
AuNPs occur in (sub-)monolayers [36].

As can be seen infigure 9(b), the spectra at different coverages appear to have the same relative energy
dependencewith an almost constant offset on the logarithmic scale,meaning there is a constant factor
between them.

This is further illustrated by figure 10, which shows a comparison ofmeasurements at 15° photon beam
incidencemade for the two positions on the samplewith the four higher photon energies. The data shown in
figure 10 corroborate that themeasurement results for the two sample positions are offset by a constant factor.
This is demonstrated by the green lines infigure 10.Here, the data represented by black symbols have been
multiplied by a constant factor (as given in thefigure caption)which bring them into agreement with the blue
symbols (datameasured at position 2). The same good agreement is foundwhen the datameasured at position 6

Figure 13.Results for the spectral particle radiance per photonflux of the 5.3 nmAuNP samplemeasured at 15° and 60° inicidence
angles for the six photon energies. For themeasurement at 13.7 keV and 15° incidence, the scans at lower energy were not recorded, so
that this dataset contains only data from1 keV kinetic energy.
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(yellow filled circles) aremultiplied by a factor of three, giving the dark green dashed curve. This suggests that the
shape of the emitted electron spectra ismainly determined by the nanoparticles themselves.

Figure 11 shows a comparison of the spectra obtained on the 11 nmAuNP sample formeasurement position
5 at 15° grazing incidence and formeasurement position 3 at 60° incidence (in the plateau region of surface
coverage [36], cffigure S4.4) for all photon energies. The datameasured at 12.0 keV for the two incidence angles
appear to be offset by a constant factor (figure 11(b)), reflecting the different AuNP coverage at the respective
measurement positions. For all other photon energies, large discrepancies in the relative spectral-shape are
evident in the electron energy range between 2.5 keV and 7 keV.

The origin of these discrepancies is a so-called Tougaard background [47, 48] of electrons produced in the
copper sample holder. This is supported by figure 12(a), which shows a comparison of the results on the 11 nm
AuNP sample for 11.9 keV and 12.0 keVphotons at 60° incidence with the singlemeasurement on the bare
carbon foilmade at 14.4 keV and 15° incidence. The features appearing in the carbon foil data between 5.3 keV
and 8 keV are also visible for the 11.9 keV data on the AuNP sample with similar relative shape. Their upper
energies agree with the energy range of theCuKLMandCuKLLAuger electrons.

Figure 12(b) shows the data for the other photon energies with the same carbon foil spectrumplotted against
binding energy. It is evident that the feature observed between 9 keV and 11.5 keV binding energies arematched
for the different photon energies, suggesting a photoelectron line as their origin. Their onset is at slightly higher
energies than theCu-K binding energy from the EADL.

3.5. Electron spectra of the 5.3nmAuNP sample
For the sample with 5.3 nmAuNPs, only onemeasurement runwas performed per incidence angle of the
photon beam. The respective results are shown infigure 13, where large discrepancies between the
measurements at the two incidence angles can also be seen. In contrast to the results obtained for the 11 nm
AuNP samples, for this sample the Tougaard background is seen in the 15° experiments, while it does not appear
to be present in the 60°measurements.

This finding is supported by the observation infigure S4.6 that the signal ratio of 15° to 60° at the chosen
measurement position is about 6 for the energy of theAu L3 photoelectron line (figures S4.6(a) and (c)), while it
amounts tomore than 10 for the Au L3M5M5Auger line (figures S4.6(b) and (d)).

4.Discussion

4.1. Tougaard background
The appearance of the Tougaard background in the experiments with the 11 nmAuNP sample is related to the
fact that a 50 nm carbon foil coveredwith a (sub-)monolayer of AuNPs absorbs less than 0.6%of the photons at a
15° angle of incidence and less than 0.2% at 60°. At an incidence angle of 15°, the photon beam is expected to hit
the sample holder on the aluminum support with a lateral offset (as seen from the spectrometer) of about 2.5
mmat a location shielded by the front edge (figure 14(a)). At an angle of incidence of 60°, on the other hand, the
photon beam impinges on the copper block of the sample holder at a point about 1.2mm from the spectrometer
axis (figure 14(b)).

For the 5.3 nmAuNP sample, the Tougaard background is observed in the 15°measurements, but not at 60°
incidence. One possible explanation for this unexpected observation is that in the 60°measurements on this
sample, the photon beamhits a spot on the carbon foil that is on top of the aluminum support, so that the
photon beam reaches the copper sample holder at a location below the aluminum layer (figure 15(b)).

In the 15°measurements, it is likely that the beampassed close to the edge of the aluminum support and hit
the Cu sample holder below the self-supporting part of the carbon substrate (figure 15(a)). Since the carbon
substrate has a curvaturewhere it covers the aperture in the aluminum support (figure 4), the angle of incidence
is reducedwhen the photon beamhits the sample near the circumference of the hole in the aluminum support.
This implies that the irradiated surface area is enhanced by a factor which is greater than 1/sin(15°). This would
explainwhy the 15° data are significantly larger than the 60° data for the three higher photon energies in the
electron energy range above 8 keV, where electrons originating in theCu sample holder cannot contribute to the
measured signal. Themagnitude of the discrepancies varyingwith photon energy can be attributed to slight
shifts in beamposition on the sample as the photon energy changes.

When the incident photon beam is dumped in the sample holder, the relaxation of core-ionizedCu orAl
atoms can also produce fluorescence photons. Some of these photons interact with the AuNPs or the supporting
carbon foil and generate electrons that contribute to themeasured signal. The signal contribution originating
from theCu andAlfluorescence photonswas estimated from the linear photon attenuation coefficients of the
fourmaterials (Au, carbon, Cu, Al) from theXCOMdatabase [49]. Thefluorescence photon energies and
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transition probabilities were obtained from the EADLdatabase [39, 40]. The photon interaction cross sections
for the AuM-shells were taken from the database providedwith the Penelope code [50].

CuKα photons occurwith a probability of about 39%and have energies slightly above 8 keV. CuKβ photons
have energies slightly below 9 keV and occurwith a probability of about 5%. The energy of Al Kα photons is
slightly below 1.5 keV, their production probability amounts to about 4%.

For the case of irradiation shown infigure 14(a), the estimated ratio of theflux of CuKα andKβfluorescence
photons to theflux of photons from the beamlinewas about 3.5× 10–4 and 4.5× 10–5. This estimate is based on
the assumption that the fluorescence photons can produce detectable electrons over thewhole area coveredwith
AuNPs (about 1mm2). The self-absorption of the fluorescence photons in theCumaterial was taken into
account, while the attenuation inAl was neglected.

Figure 14. Schematic representation of the irradiation scenario for the 11 nmAuNP sample at 15° (a) and 60° (b) photon-beam
incidence. The orange thick line represents the photon beam, the red-brown rectangle represents theCu sample holder, the gray
rectangles represent the aluminum support, the blue line represents the carbon foil, and the red dots represent the AuNPs. The
drawing is to scale with respect to the aspect ratio of the cavity behind the sample foil.

Figure 15. Schematic representation of the presumed irradiation scenario for the 5.3 nmAuNP sample at 15° (a) and 60° (b) photon-
beam incidence. The orange thick line represents the photon beam, the red-brown rectangle represents the Cu sample holder, the gray
rectangles represent the aluminum support, and the blue line represents the carbon foil completely coveredwithAuNPs on the side
facing the beam. The drawing is to scale with respect to the aspect ratio of the cavity behind the sample foil.

Table 3.Uncertainty budget of the spectral particle radiance per photonflux for the three samples studied.

Source of uncertainty Scope
11 nmAuNP 5.3 nmAuNP

Au foil

15° 60° 15° 60° 15°

Electron spectrometer transmission global 33% 33% 33% 33% 33%

Electron counting data point 2%–15% 3%–27% 3%–12% 7%-30% 2%-5%

Energy rangemerging spectrum 0.8%–2.9% 1.1%–22% 0.7%–4.6% 1.5%–12% 0.9%–2.2%

Energy scale data point 2%–10% 2%–10% 2%–10% 2%–10% 2%–10%

Photonmonitormeasurement data point 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6%

Photonmonitor calibration spectrum 2.5%–4.4% 2.5%–4.4% 2.5%–4.4% 2.5%–4.4% 2.5%–4.4%

Sample inhomogeneity sample 5% 5% 10% 10% 0.5%

Angle of incidence sample 5% 2% 5%–50% 2% 5%

Photon beamarea global 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Total uncertainty 39%–43% 39%–53% 40%–66% 41%–53% 39%–41%
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This additional photonflux leads to the production of AuM-shell photoelectronswith energies between 4.6
keV and 5.8 keV for CuKα and between 5.6 keV and 6.8 keV for CuKβ photons. The estimated ratio between the
peak intensity of these photoelectrons and of those produced by the incident photons is about 0.1% for the Au
M1 line and between 0.15% and 0.25% for theAuM5 line (at 11.9 keV and 14.4 keVphoton energy, respectively).
These values are negligibly small and explainwhy the corresponding peaks are not seen infigure 6.

In the geometry shown infigure 14(b), the solid angle subtended by theAuNP-covered surface ismuch
larger (as seen from the regionwhere the fluorescence photons are generated). In this case, the estimated flux
ratio of CuKα andKβ to the incident photons is about 1.3× 10–2 and 1.7× 10–3. The estimated ratio of Au
M-shell photoelectrons produced byCufluorescence photons to those of the 11.9 keV beam ranges from3.4%
for the AuM1 line to 5.8% for the AuM5 line. At 14.4 keVphoton energy, the corresponding ratio is 9.4% for the
AuM5 line. Closer inspection offigure 11(a) shows that theAuM3,M4, andM5 lines generated byCuKα

photons can indeed be seen in this case.
A similar estimatewasmade for the signal from the carbon foil. Assuming that the relevant area was a factor

of 10 larger than for the AuNP-covered surface, the ratio of photoelectrons produced in the carbon foil by
fluorescence photons to those from the incident beamwas about 2% for an incidence angle of 15° and between
52%and 82% for the 60° geometry. However, the ratio of photoabsorption interactions in the carbon substrate
to those in the AuNP sample is only about 2%. Therefore, the increase in background signal from electrons
generated in the carbon foil byCufluorescence is negligible.

For the additional contribution of Al Kα photons, an upper limit was estimated for the irradiation geometry
shown infigure 14(a) by assuming that the photon beam is completely absorbed in aluminum. The resulting
ratio offluorescence photons to the incident beamwas about 1.0× 10–5. The ratio offluorescence photon-
generated photoelectrons from theN,O, and P-shells of gold to incident photonswas estimated to be 0.16%.
The cross sections for photoabsorption on the outer shells of gold vary between 10%and 5%of the total
photoabsorption cross section for photon energies between 11.9 keV and 14.4 keV. Thismeans that the
measured electron spectrumbetween 720 eV (energy of anAuN1 photoelectron excited byAlKα) and 1480 eV
may contain a contribution of photoelectrons fromouter Au shells that are produced byAlfluorescence. This is
especially true in the case of irradiation geometry as shown infigure 15(b).

Propermodeling of the Tougaard background of electrons produced in theCu andAl parts of the sample
holder (and of the signal contributions from theCu andAlfluorescence photons) is one of the challenges in the
ongoing quantitative analysis of the spectra [51]. This will be presented in part 4 of the paper. The remainder of
this discussionwill focus instead on the plausibility of the results in terms of absolutemagnitude, their associated
measurement uncertainty, and their caveats.

4.2. Uncertainty budget
Table 3 shows an indicative uncertainty budget for the particle radiancemeasurement results considering only
the dominant uncertainty contributions. The various sources of uncertainty are listed in the first column, and
the scope of the respective uncertainty is stated in the second column. The term ‘scope’ is used here in the sense
that the uncertainty contribution applies to all data points within the respective scope, so that these
contributions are fully correlated for these data points. Examples include the photon beamarea and the
spectrometer transmission for the reference energy and reference retarding ratio. This reference transmission
value (cf Supplement 3) is the same for all data points of all datasets and photon energies.

In contrast, the electron counting statistics are specific to each data point. As can be seen from the second
row in table 3, the respective values range between 2%and 30%. Larger uncertainties occur for the 60°
measurements due to the smaller sample area (and, hence, the smaller number of AuNPs) irradiated by the
photon beam.

The uncertainty component for electron rangemerging of the spectra of different electron ranges is
essentially the standard uncertainty of the ratio of transmission values for different retarding ratios determined
from themeasurements in overlapping energy intervals. The large range of uncertainties for the 60°
measurements on the 11 nm sample are due to the twomeasurements at 14.4 keV, where therewas a strong drift
in the photonmonitor signal. Omitting these two values reduces the upper limit of this uncertainty contribution
to 4.2%

The uncertainty contribution from variations of the energy scale of photons or electronswas estimated from
the deviations from a constant value. Such deviationswere seen in the ratios between different spectrameasured
for the same photon energy for the 11 nmAuNP sample (figures S4.3 and S4.5). These valueswere also used for
the other samples.

The uncertainty of the photonmonitormeasurements was derived from a systematic review of themonitor
currentmeasurements in all experiments. The uncertainty of the photonmonitor calibration depends on the
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photon energy (Table S1.1), and this uncertainty contribution is therefore correlated for allmeasurements at the
same photon energy.

The uncertainty contribution due to sample non-uniformity was estimated from the position scans on the
AuNP samples shown infigures S4.1, S4.4, and S4.6 for an estimated change in photon beamposition of± 50
μm. For the gold foil, this uncertainty contributionwas assumed to be an order ofmagnitude smaller than for
the 11 nmAuNP sample, which still seems conservative.

For the 11 nmAuNP sample and the Au foil, the uncertainty contribution of the angle of incidencewas
estimated for the casewhere the true angle of incidence is within±3° of the nominal valuewith a uniformly
distributed probability. For the 5.3 nmAuNP sample, the values for the 60°measurements were estimated to be
the same as for the other sample. And for the 15°measurements, the uncertainty was estimated to be up to 2.5
times higher (for the three higher photon energies), due to the assumed location of the irradiated area near the
circumference of the hole in the aluminum support (figure 15(a)).

The row in table 3 referring to the photon beamarea only gives the uncertainty of the area determination
(Supplement 2). The size of the photon beam is determined solely by the imaging optics and the size of the
electron beam in the storage ringwithin the undulator and, therefore, the same for all photon energies.

As can be seen from the last row of table 3, the total uncertainty is about 40% for the 15°measurements on
the 11 nmAuNP and the Au foil samples. Furthermore, the total uncertainty is up tomore than 50% for the 60°
measurements on the twoAuNP samples, and up tomore than 60% for some of the 15°measurements on the
5.3 nmAuNP samples. In thefirst case with the lowest total uncertainty, the two dominant uncertainty
contributions come from the spectrometer transmission and the photon beam area. In the 60°measurements,
the smaller signal gives rise to a large contribution from electron counting statistics which turns into the second
most important uncertainty for some data points of thesemeasurements.

4.3. Plausibility checks
The effective particle radiance is a quantity that characterizes the overall electron emission from the sample,
including the emitted Auger andCoster-Kronig electrons as well as secondary electrons produced by inelastic
electron interactions in the sample. It is the superposition of the particle radiance from the actual sample,

d dAdEd ,s
3 /e W and the background contribution, d dAdEd .b

3 /e W

Table 4.Probability per incident photon of the two types of AuNPs to experience a photon
interaction and its productwith the average surface area density cs of AuNPs for a hexagonal
close-packedmonolayer.

Photon energy (keV)
5.3 nmAuNP 11 nmAuNP

pi ni (mm−2) pi ni (mm−2)

11.9 1.17×10−12 0.016 8.63×10−12 0.048

12.0 2.81×10−12 0.038 2.08×10−11 0.116

13.8 1.97×10−12 0.026 1.46×10−11 0.081

13.9 2.67×10−12 0.036 1.98×10−11 0.110

14.3 2.45×10−12 0.033 1.82×10−11 0.101

14.4 2.78×10-12 0.037 2.06×10−11 0.115

Table 5. Integral of the electron yield per photon interaction over themeasured electron energy range
multiplied by 4π Sr for the particle radiance obtained for the different photon energies at the different
measurement positions on the twoAuNP samples. The values have been calculated assuming a hexangonal
close-packedmonolayer of AuNPs.

Photon energy (keV)
Measurement position on 11 nmAuNP sample

5.3 nmAuNP

sample

1 2 3 (60°) 4 5 6 15° 60°

11.9 — — 24.6 18.4 23.1 — 6.4 4.0

12.0 — 19.2 15.1 — 17.4 — 4.3 2.7

13.7 20.1 — 14.2 — 12.1 — 4.6 3.4

13.8 19.4 — 11.5 — 10.2 — 10.7 2.7

14.3 20.5 — 12.1 — 10.1 — 11.3 2.8

14.4 22.0 — 11.4 — 10.6 3.5 10.2 2.9
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For the AuNP samples, amore relevant quantity is the yield of emitted electrons per photon interaction in a
nanoparticle, d y dEd .np
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where ni is themean area number density of AuNPs undergoing a photon interaction. ni is given by

( ) ( ) ( )n E p E c 5i p i p s= ´

where pi is the probability of an incident photon of energyEp to interact with anAuNP, and cs is the number of
AuNPs per surface area (surface number density).

The probability pi can be estimated from the knownparticle size, beam size, and literature data of the photon
interaction cross sections as follows

( )
( )

( )p E
E V

A
6i p

tot p np

b

m
=

where totm is the total linear attenuation coefficient,Vnp is the volume of the AuNP, andAb is the beam cross-
sectional area.

In the evaluation of equation (6), the average volumewas used. This was calculated assuming aGaussian
distribution of the AuNPdiameters. A standard deviation of 0.9 nmwas used for the 11 nmAuNPs. (The value of
1.8 nmgiven in [36] corresponded to two standard deviations). For the 5.3 nmAuNPs, it was assumed that the
relative standard deviation of the diameter distributionwas the same as for the two types of smaller AuNPs
reported in [52]. This resulted in a standard deviation of 1.5 nm for the AuNPdiameter.

The linear attenuation coefficients were obtained by adding the requested energies in the online search form
of the XCOMdatabase [49]. The resulting values of pi for the two nanoparticle types are listed in the second and
fourth columns of table 4.

The values of the product ni= pi× cs are shown in the third and the last columns of table 4 for the surface
density of a hexagonal close-packed (HCP)monolayer ofmean-diameter AuNPswith a 2 nm thick PEGor PEG-
MUAcoating. The respective values are cs= 5.13× 109mm−2 for the 11 nmAuNPs and cs= 1.34× 1010mm−2

for the 5.3 nmAuNPs.
When the doubly differential yield of emitted electrons per photon interaction in a nanoparticle was known

for all emission angles and the complete energy range, the total number of electrons emitted per photon
interaction in the AuNP could be calculated by integrating over energy and thewhole solid angle. Calculating the
integral aftermultiplying the yield by the electron energywould give the average energy per photon interaction
that is transported out of the nanoparticle by electrons generated in it. These electrons are produced by
photoelectric absorption, by atomic relaxation after photoabsorption, and by interactions of the electrons
emitted from the absorbing atom in theAuNP.

The calculation of these quantities from the experimental data is hampered by the fact that the background
particle radiance d dA dE db

3 /e W and the angular distribution of the emitted electrons are not known a priori.
Moreover, due to the limited energy range of theHAXPES spectrometer, only a part of the electron energy
spectrum could be detected in the experiments.

Nevertheless, estimates can bemade by replacing d dAdEds
3 /e W in equation (4)with d dA dE d3 /e W and

using the values of ni for amonolayer coverage (table 4). Integrating this estimate for d y dE dnp
2 / W over the

Table 6.Ratio of the integral of the electron yield per photon interactionmultiplied by the electron energy to
the photon energy for the particle radiance obtained for the different photon energies at the different
measurement positions on the twoAuNP samples.

Photon energy (keV)
Measurement position on 11 nmAuNP sample

5.3 nmAuNP

sample

1 2 3 4 5 6 15° 60°

11.9 — — 12.39 8.82 11.56 — 2.36 1.76

12.0 — 7.97 6.77 — 7.43 — 1.31 1.02

13.7 4.79 — 4.20 — 2.89 — 1.01 0.65

13.8 4.73 — 3.43 — 2.50 — 2.84 0.54

14.3 4.55 — 3.38 — 2.21 — 2.87 0.54

14.4 4.66 — 3.14 — 2.20 0.73 2.53 0.54
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measured energy range andmultiplying it by 4π (i.e., assuming isotropic emission) gives the values listed in
table 5.

Several observations can bemade about table 5.One is that the values obtained inmeasurement positions 1,
2, and 4 are approximately the same for all photon energies. That positions 2 and 4 give the same value as
position 1 is surprising, since theywere located regions of lower surface coverage (figure S4.1(d)). However, this
paradox could be due to a coincidence, since for positions 3 and 5, the values at the lower photon energies are
significantly increased compared to the higher photon energies.

The values obtained at position 5 for the four higher photon energies are about half those for position 1,
which is expected fromwhat is shown infigure 10. Similarly, the factor of 3 between the values for 14.4 keV at
positions 5 and 6 are also expected from the results shown infigure 10(d). It is worth noting that for both
position 3 and position 5, there is a decreasing trend for the three lower photon energies and essentially constant
values for the three higher photon energies.

The fact that for 14.4 keV, the value at position 3 is about 20%higher than the value at position 5—even
though both positions are in the plateau region—is explained by the extra electrons from the Tougaard
background present in themeasurements at position 3.

For the 5.3 nmAuNP sample, the values for 60° aremore or less independent of photon energy, whereas
clear differences between photon energies are found for the 15°measurements.

The data shown in table 5 are the estimated number of electronswith energy less than 9.5 keV emitted per
AuNPundergoing photon interaction. Theymainly reflect the differences betweenmeasurement positions and
incidence angles already seen in the figures. Therefore, amore relevant keyfigure is obtained by integrating the
product of the estimated d y dE dnp

2 / W and the electron energy over themeasured energy range,multiplying the

result by 4π and dividing by the photon energy. This quantity is an estimate of the proportion of the energy
transferred by the photon interaction that is transported out of the AuNPby electronswith kinetic energies
below 9.5 kV. This quantity is listed in table 6.

While the same observations as in table 5 can bemade about trends with photon energy and ratios between
different columns, the values now allow quantitative interpretation. For an isolated AuNP, this quantitymust be
significantly smaller than unity. This is because the integral is performed over only a part of the electron energy
spectrum and the total energy transported out of the AuNP cannot exceed the photon energy. Ad hoc
simulationswith the Penelope code [50, 53] forcing photon interaction in theAuNPs indicated that about 70%
of the photon energy was found in the energy spectrumof escaping electronswith energies below 9.5 keV.

For AuNPs in amonolayer on a thin carbon substrate, the number of electrons emitted from the sample in
the direction of the electron spectrometer is enhanced by the scattering of emitted electrons on neighboring
AuNPs. For anHCPmonolayer of 5.3 nmAuNPswith a 2 nmPEG coating, the solid angle covered by the first
and second nearest neighbors is about 2 sr or 16%of 4π. In addition, for the 11 nmAuNPs, the respective value is
27%of the full solid angle. However, these nanoparticles contain eight timesmore gold atoms than the smaller
AuNPs, resulting in correspondingly stronger electron scattering.Moreover, STEM investigations of the 11 nm
AuNP sample showed a significant occurrence ofmultilayers [36], where the coordination number of the nearest
neighbors can be a factor of 2 higher than for anHCPmonolayer.

Thus, ignoring the data affected by the Tougaard background, the numbers in table 6 indicate that for the 11
nmAuNPs, electron scattering on neighboring AuNPs results in a significant enhancement of the number of
electronsmeasuredwith the spectrometer.Moreover, the relativemagnitude of this enhancement depends on
the surface coverage and the presence ofmultilayers.

For themeasurements at position 3 and 5 of the 11 nmAuNP sample and for 60° incidence on the 5.3 nm
AuNP sample, the trend of increasing values with decreasing photon energy ismore pronounced in table 6 than
in table 5. Theweighting by electron energy applied in deriving the data in table 6 implies that these values are
predominantly due to theM-shell photoelectron peaks in themeasurements at 11.9 keV and 12.0 keVphoton
energy.

In contrast to Auger electrons, the emission direction of photoelectrons has a non-isotropic distribution
peaking along the direction of the electric field vector of a linearly polarized photon beam. The respective
anisotropy can be described in terms of Legendre polynomials [54, 55]. For excitation from an s-orbital of an
isolated atom, the number of electrons ejected along the direction of the electricfield vector is higher than for
isotropic emission by a factor of 3. However, theM3,M4, andM5 lines originate on p-orbitals for which this
enhancement is smaller.

Therefore, the anisotropy of photoelectron emission cannot fully explain the pronounced increase of the
values listed in table 5 and table 6with decreasing photon energy. It should also be noted that the peculiarities in
the variation of the photonmonitor calibration factor and photonflux (Table S1.1) do not provide an
explanation either. Due to the energy dependence of the photon interaction coefficients, higher values of the
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calibration factor are expected at lower photon energies. However, higher calibration factors would lead to even
larger values of thefigures ofmerit at the two lowest photon energies.

The larger contribution ofM-shell photoelectrons in the spectra at the lowest photon energies could also
provide another possible explanation. These electrons have energies in the range between 5 keV and 9.5 keV,
giving them a range of a fewhundred nm in gold. Neighbors within this range could therefore contribute to the
measured signal by electron scattering.What argues against this explanation is that the ratios of the values at
position 1 (and position 6) to those at position 5 of the 11 nmAuNP sample are approximately the same in both
table 5 and table 6.

Themost likely reasons for the increased values at the lower two photon energies are as follows: First, that the
position of the photon beamon the sample varies with photon energy, with the beamwith lower photon energies
hitting a spot with higher AuNP coverage. Second, that there is probably a Tougaard background fromAlK
photoelectrons. It can be seen fromfigure 12(a) that this background contributesmost strongly for Cu in the
energy range between 100 eV and 2 keVbelow theK-shell photoelectron energy. Assuming a similar relationship
for the Al photoelectrons and considering that the K-shell binding energy of Al is about 1.56 keV, this
backgroundwould affect the signal in the energy range of above 8 keV. This applies to the electron spectra
measured at 11.9 keV and 12.0 keV photon energy, but not at higher photon energies.

In terms of absolute numbers, the values in the last columnof table 6 suggest that the 5.3 nmAuNPs do not
form anHCPmonolayer and/or have a coating thickness larger than the assumed 2 nm. For the 11 nmAuNP
sample, position 6would be a region ofHCPmonolayer coverage, and position 5would already have
multilayers. This is in contradiction to the estimated average AuNP coverage in the order of 0.2monolayers
reported in [36]. Itmust be noted, however, that this estimate of coveragewas based on the nominal
concentration of theAuNP solution and is not a result from the STEMmeasurements. Furthermore, the area
covered by the AuNPs that was estimated based on the linear dimensions read from figure S4.4 is only about 2/3
of the value determined from the STEM images in [36], which suggests that the average coveragewas higher by
about 50% for the sample used in this study.

An approximate quantitative analysis of the STEM images suggests that some of the AuNPs have the shape of
prolate ellipsoids standingwith the long axis (elevated by about 20% relative to the short axis) pointing upward.
In addition, the preliminary characterization of the AuNP solution by small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS)
indicates a significant fraction of about 30%of AuNPdimers and trimers and an increased average volume of the
AuNPs by about 25% compared to the STEMvalues. All these factors suggest the actual probability for photon
interaction could be increased by a factor of about 1.6. Even after correcting the values for the 11 nmAuNP
sample in table 6with this increased photon interaction probability, the conclusion still remains, that only the
measurement at position 6was for (sub-)monolayer coverage. All othermeasurement spots were, however, in
regionswith significantmultilayer coverage.

4.4. Influence of surface contamination
The experiments were conducted on the samples without any further surface cleaning procedures after
transferring them to the vacuum systemof the experimental station. The reason for this was that previous
studies had shown that treating the samples with ion beam sputtering can lead to the destruction of the AuNP
coating or the removal of theAuNPs from the sample surface [37]. The setup did not allow the use of the
discharge etchingmethod described in [46] either. Therefore, itmust be assumed that the samples are covered
with surface impurities due to the adsorption of residual gas atoms as well as residues of the chemicals used in
their preparation, as already seen infigure 6. TheXPS investigations on similar 11 nmAuNP samples showed
surface coveragewith hydrocarbons and other carbon-basedmolecules [37].

AsHenneken et alhave shown, surface contamination can drastically reduce the electron emission
properties ofmetal surfaces under soft x-ray irradiation [42–44]. Hespeels et al also found a strong suppression
of low-energy electron emission fromAuNP samples due to carbon surface contamination [46]. Evidence for
this can also be seen in the 60° data infigure 11(a).

Therefore, themeasured electron radiance at low kinetic energiesmay be underestimated due to surface
contamination. This could be another reasonwhy the two sets ofmeasured data at position 3 of the 11 nmAuNP
sample showpoor reproducibility in the energy range up to a few hundred eV (cf figures S4.3 and S4.5). In fact,
figures S4.3(c) to (f) suggest that surface contamination ismore prevalent in the regionswithmonolayer
coverage. This is not confirmed byfigure S4.5, which shows a higher average signal associatedwith a reduction at
low energies. This indicates that not only the surface density of AuNPs, but also the density of the surface
contamination is strongly non-uniform.However, it is important to note that this contamination significantly
affects themeasured particle radiance only at lower electron energies, as was also found in [46]. Conversely, this
means that the results at higher energies can verywell serve as benchmark data for simulations.
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4.5. Use of the results for benchmarking
In thefirst report by Li et al [18] on the results of the code comparison, discrepancies between electron spectra
reported by different participants were in some cases above one order ofmagnitude. The literature review by
Moradi et al [16] also included examples of order-of-magnitude differences between the results of variousMC
simulation studies of nanoparticle radiation effects.

Given this situation, the fact that the experimental dataset produced in this study is only for six photon
energies and is subject to large uncertainties does not seem to impair its use as a benchmark. This is simply
because the spread of results in the literature ismuch larger. Therefore, tables of the results are provided as
Supplements 5 to 10 to this article.

During the re-evaluation of the results from themulticenter comparison, which led to the publication of a
corrigendum [19], it was discovered that two participants had used the cumulative distribution of the x-ray
spectra as the photon spectrum instead of the probability distribution. At the same time, these participants also
used a different photon beam size. The synergy of effects resulting from the two deviations from the exercise
definitionmade it very difficult to identify the origin of the deviations of the results of these two participants
from the others. Reference simulations for afixed photon energy would havemade it easier to identify the
geometry problem.

Themeasured data refer to two specific nanoparticle sizes with particular coatings and layer thicknesses.
Therefore, when using the data for benchmarking simulations in studies interested in different sizes of
nanoparticles and/or coating thicknesses, two simulations are required: one for the sizes used here and one for
the sizes to be studied. Once set up, changing dimension and/ormaterial compositions in a simulation geometry
is not toomuch of an effort and should be less error-prone.

Within certain limits, themeasured data can also be used directly for other nanoparticle sizes and coating
thicknesses. The results shown in figure 9 andfigure 10 indicate that spectra obtainedwithout significant
background contributions are very similar.Moreover, there is also a qualitative similarity of these data and the
data shown infigure 13 for the 60°measurements on the 5.3 nmAuNP sample. Therefore, it is expected that the
electron spectra of larger or smaller nanoparticles (after interactionwith photons of the energies considered
here) can be approximated by scaling with the interaction probability of the photons in the nanoparticles
according to equation (1).

The approximation outlined in the previous paragraph should be applicable in the electron energy range
above about 3 keV, that is, for Au LAuger electrons and the partially decelerated photoelectrons of theMand
higher shells of gold.Within the uncertainties of the present experiment, itmay also be reasonably applicable at
lower electron energies, although caution should be takenwhen considering different coating thicknesses or
materials (or even a coating plus conjugated biomolecules). A study byMorozov et al [56] showed a 51%
suppression of low-energy electrons in the energy range below 3 keV for a PEG coating thickness of 8.5 nm. This
thickness is comparatively large compared to the values reported in the review byKuncic and Lacombe [6].
Taking the value reported byMorozov et al as a reference, onewould roughly expect an attenuation of low-
energy electrons by about 12%due to the presence of a PEG coating of 2 nm.

All of the preceding arguments apply in the case of the photon energies used in this study. The experiments
reported here for only six photon energies were performed during a four-day beamtime shift. Therefore,
measuring electron emission data for awider range of photon energies is not possible given the limited
availability of beamtimes at high-intensity synchrotron radiation facilities. However, photon interaction cross
sections are knownwith uncertainties in the range of a few percent [57]. In principle, it should thus be possible to
construct benchmark datasets derived from the presentmeasurements using the XCOMphoton interaction
database [49]. This requires a decomposition of themeasured spectra into the components that changewith
photon energy (photoelectrons) and thosewhose energy is independent of photon energy (Auger electrons).
This decompositionwill be the subject of the fourth part of the paper, where a detailed line shape analysis of the
measured spectra will be presented.

5. Conclusions

In this work, experiments were performed onAuNP samples with a data analysis aimed at obtaining absolute
results for the particle radiance of emitted electrons over awide range of kinetic energies after photoabsorption
on the L-shells of gold. To the best of our knowledge, comparable datawere available in the literature only for
lower energy photons after excitation of goldM-shells [58] and for irradiations with protons [52], but in both
cases only on a relative scale. Experimental benchmarks of numericalmethods for determining dose
enhancement by high-Zmaterials have been performed byAlawi et al [22],Mirza et al [23] andGray et al [24].
However, the respective experiments do not allow conclusions to be drawn about the energy spectra of emitted
electrons as they determined the integral dosimetric effect.
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The absolute determination of electron radiance proved very challenging because themajor uncertainty
components arise from the transmission of the electron spectrometer and the cross-sectional area of the photon
beam. Aphoton fluxmonitor was used to correct for temporal changes in the photon flux and proved essential
for identifying transients following changes of the photon energy. To obtain absolute values of photonflux, the
photonfluxmonitor was calibrated. A strong variation of the calibration factor and photon fluxwith photon
energywas found, which originated in the use of thewrong coating on the last focusingmirror. From the
plausibility checks presented here and the results on the gold foil sample thatwill be presented in the second part
of the paper, it can be ruled out that this peculiarity of the experiment impairs the results.

Amajor drawback of the experimental results is the non-uniform surface coveragewith AuNPs and the
Tougaard background of electrons produced in the sample holder. However, the fact that the emitted electron
spectrawere studied over large energy ranges using different samples and irradiation geometries allowed a
consistent understanding of the limitations of the results.

Potential future repetitions of these experiments with the aimof producing data with lower uncertainties
will need to reduce the two uncertainty contributions of global scope. For the photon beamarea, this could be
achieved by using a specially designed test sample that has spatial structures of about 10μmdimensions and the
possibility to study the beam in awide range of azimuthal angles. For the electron spectrometer transmission, a
reduction of uncertainty can only be reasonably achieved by electron transport simulations that take into
account the details of themeasurement geometry and the emitted electron spectra.

To obtain better quality data,more uniform samples and the efficient suppression of the Tougaard
backgroundwill be essential. The samples used in the present experiments were designed to servemultiple
purposes, including the possibility to performTEMand low-energy protonmeasurements. Diamond plates
with thicknesses in themicrometer rangemay be considered for future hard x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
measurements. Thesewould be opaque to the electrons of a copper sample holder, and the photoelectron
background should be smooth due to the low binding energy of electrons in carbon. Themechanical stability of
such diamond plates would allow thewet chemical deposition of AuNPs in amore uniformmonolayer [36].
AuNP samples withmore uniform and known surface density will allow the determination of the radiance per
AuNP rather than per area, eliminating the need to know the cross-sectional area of the beamand thus removing
an important source of uncertainty.

In the present experiments, the instrumentation at the experimental stationwas used for the first time to
measure electron emission spectra over the entire available energy range at higher photon excitation energies
than commonly used. Optimizing the experimental sequences tomitigate the effects of transients in the photon
beamon themeasurements could then further reduce the experimental uncertainties, so that overall
uncertainties of the determined particle radiance to values on the order of 10% seem achievable.

For the gold foil sample, some of the caveats identified for the AuNP samples are less relevant, as will be
shown and further discussed in the second part of the paper. Despite these limitations, the results on the
nanoparticle samples are still suited for further analysis such as benchmarking theoretical investigations and
detailed linefitting analysis as in conventional XPS studies. These analyses are presented in the third and fourth
parts of the paper.
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